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GBH 2-20 RE Hammer drills | Powerful 600W motor for increased performance, rugged block potentiometer, multilayer
construction for superior reliability and durability. Diversey offers generators that you can purchase at a bargain price in
Ukraine from the manufacturer... Model name: PNE E260A PNE-60A StP40/122N Strength: 850 N/cm Efficiency: 96%
minimum normal mode), 4.6 kW (at maximum load) The company offers its customers to buy a gas generator - inexpensive
equipment that allows you to ensure uninterrupted power supply in the country, in a country house or at the facility. All gasoline
power plants are equipped with a compact gasoline engine, which ensures high efficiency, low noise and fuel economy. Blockcontact ignition system (trigger) ensures reliable and safe operation of the generator. The owner of a construction company can
buy a gasoline generator to keep the base of construction and auxiliary mechanisms in working order that serve to carry out
work on a construction site. An excellent solution for a country house or cottage would be to buy a gas generator. This device
provides round-the-clock power supply even in the absence of electricity. A gasoline power plant is a great solution to the
problem if there is no electricity. This technique compares favorably with diesel, and has a number of advantages. A gasoline
generator for giving or at home allows you to get an uninterrupted supply of electricity when there is no electricity in the
network. It provides electricity to country houses, provides electricity to summer cottage construction sites, allows you to get
electricity in the phase of a complete stop of the generator, as well as in the case when an emergency occurs. When you
purchase a gasoline power plant, you can also use it for space heating, which is great for a portable gasoline generating set. If
your home or summer cottage is located far from city networks, a gasoline unit will provide an uninterrupted supply of energy.
You can buy gasoline generators of various models on our website at a bargain price. The assortment includes: gasoline power
plants of low power; Common requirements for gasoline power plants: we guarantee the reliability of any gasoline generator;
The reliability of power plants is ensured by the use of high-quality components
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